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Results are presented for chemical species and temperature fields for nonpremixed turbulent jet 
flames of hydrogen-in.air. The analyses are based on a strained dissipation and reaction layer formulation 
of nonequilibrium chemistry in turbulent reacting flows, relating the chemical state to the mixing state of 
a conserved scalar 'by the underlying turbulent tlow. f l i s  physically-based formulation results from 
observations that the ifAtt8ntaneous scalar energy dissipation rate field in turbulent mixing is essentially 
confined to locally onezdimensional strained dissipation layers. These scalar dissipation layers are 
independent of the chemical state of the flow and are instead a direct consequence of the dynamics of 
scalar mixing at large Peclet (ReSc) numbers. The locally one-dimensional dissipation layers allow a 
one-dimensional formulation for the underlying chemical species fields. The resulting strained dissipation 
and reaction layer 'model has similarities with the classical "flamelet" model but is based on entirely 
different physical observations, derived from entirely different arguments, and limited by an entirely 
different and more widely applicable set of conditions. Moreover, the formulation involves boundary 
conditions for the local chemical state that differ fundamentally from those used in flamelet models. 
Results obtainerl hemical species fields accessible to conventional PLIF diagnostics demonstrate 
remarkable resemblances to direct imaging measurements over conditions ranging from near equilibrium 
to deep nonequilibrium. showing the predominance of thin (flamelet) regions under conditions of relatively 
weak chemical notiequilibrium and the natural emergence and dominance of broad (distributed) zones 
for increasing nonequilibrium. Temperature fields also display behavior observed experimentally. Because 
the above formulatioil allows for species concentration and temperature calculations to be made for 
arbitrarily large equilibrium departures. for the moderate and deep nonequilibrium cases subequilibrium 
temperature values as well as sub and superequilibrium OH values are observed. 
1. Introduction. Results f rom detai led 
conserved scalar imaging measurements in nonreacting 
turbulent f lows [l-61 as  well as direct numerical 
simulations (DNS) of passive scalar mixing in turbulent 
tlows [7- I I I have shown that, whereas the underlying 
hydrodynamics of turbulent flows are quite complex, the 
structure of scalar mixing in such flows is considerably 
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simpler. For dynamically passive conserved scalar fields 
((x,r) with Schmidt numbers (v/D,) of unity or larger. 
essentially all of the instantaneous scalar  energy 
dissipation rate field X(x,r) a (ReSc).'Vc.Vc(x,r) is 
organized into locally one-dimensional layer-like 
dissipation stieets. Examples of these dissipation layers 
can be seen in Fig. 1 from Buch & Dahm [4]. These 
scalar dissipation lapars are a consequence solely of the 
hydrodynamics of'scalar mixing in turbulent flows. The 
dynamics of the strain-diffusion competition involved in 
scalar mixing at large Peclet (ReSc) numbers that leads to 
the inexorable formation of such layer-like scalar 
dissipation structures is discussed in detail i n  Ref. [4]. In  
reacting turbulent flows, the advection-diffusion balance 
that lcads to the formation of these ubiquitous scalar 
dissipation layers is present as well. In the presence of 
coinbustion heat release the individual chemical species 
diffusivities D, vary with local temperature, however; the 
hydrodynamic viscosity v scales in essentially the same 
way and thus Sc remains essentially constant near unity. 
This leads to a change in the lengthscale characterizing 
the thickness of these layer-like dissipation structures but 
does not alter the basic strain-diffusion competition that 
establishes these structures. Moreover. for heat release 
values typical of hydrocarbon combustion, the local 
velocity gradients leading to formation and preservation 
of these dissipation sheets should remain dominant in 
turbulent flows with combustion as well. Recent results 
from scalar imaging measurements by Long [ 121 as well 
iis DNS computations appear to confirm that these layer- 
like scalar dissipation structures remain present even i n  
turbulent tlows undergoing highly exothermic combustion 
reactions. 
The implications of this fundamentally layer-like 
structure o f  scalar  mixing i n  turbulent f lows are 
substantial, especially for turbulent combustion. As noted 
above,  these dissipation layers result entirely for 
hydriidynamical reasons. Thus all conserved scalar 
quantities with Sc 2 I must have their scalar energy 
dissipation concentrated in such locally one-dimensional 
layer-like structures. This will be true regardless of 
whether the scalar is a passive physical quantity (such as 
a n  inert dye or gaseous tracer) or a more abstract quantity 
formed from the concentrations of various chemical 
species evolving in a chemically reacting flow (such as 
any of various mixture fraction variables). Thus the 
dissipation fields associated with a11 conserved scalar 
mixture fractions must also remain manifestly layer-like 
irrespective of the degree iif chemical nonequilibrium to 
which the various constituent chemical species fields are 
subjected - the presence of locally one-dimensional 
dissipation layers in mixture fraction fields is entirely 
independent of the chemical state in the flow. As a 
consequence,  any model relating the combustion 
chemistry in a turbulent flow to the underlying fluid 
dynamics must, at a minimum, recover this layer-like 
dissipation structure once the resulting reactive species 
concentrations are formed into mixture fraction varinbles. 
Conversely, the inherently layer-like structure of the 
dissipation rate fields associated with mixture fraction 
variables in turbulent flows provides a rigorous starting 
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Such a model for nbnequilibrium combustion 
chemistry in turbulent f lods'~as recently proposed [ 131. 
In this paper, we outlint'thts strained dissipation and 
reaction layer formulation'for turbulent reacting flows and 
then use it to examine certain' features related to the 
structure of hydrogen-air j e t  d usion flames.  In  
particular, we construct the, OH radical and temperature 
fields at three differing levels of chemical nonequilibrium 
and relate these to recent imaging measurements. The 
paper is organized as follows. In $2 we review the strained 
dissipation and reaction la ulation. Following this, 
$3 explains its applica served scalar imaging 
measurements in a turbulent jei, and $4 presents results 
for OH concentration and temperature fields in three 
different hydrogen-air jet aiffusion flames. Conclusions 
are drawn in $5 .  
2. The Strained Dissipation and Reaction Layer 4 
Formulation. 
The ubiquitous scalar energy dissipation layers noted 
above allow for aphysically-based formulation that relates 
the mixing state of a conserved scalar by the underlying 
turbulent flow to the chemical state of nonequilibrium 
combustion occurring within the flow. This approach 
begins by noting that any conserved scalar mixture fraction 
variable 5, can be written as alinear sum over the chemical 
species fields y ( x , t )  as . I : '  ' 
, ., . . :  
! '*,, (L 
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where N is the number of chemical species, m the number 
of elements involved in t h i  chkmical system, and a,,, t 0. 
As is typically the case in cohserved scalar formulations, 
we have for the mome5'aSsumed the diffusivities of all 
species to be the same:"'Owing to the locally one- 
dimensional state of the scalar . .  field within any given 
disiipation layer, derivathed'of 5, along the local layer- 
normal coordinate n typically far exceed those along the 
layer. Thus each of ?h$'%served scalar transport 
p ,,,', 
equations reduces to the locally one-dimensional 
(paraholized) form u 
where E(r) is the local time-varying strain rate along the 
layer-normal direction resiilting from the local linear 
expansion of the velocity,field u(x,t). As is evident in 
Fig. I ,  in general the scalar dissipation layers in turbulent 
flows do not  involve pure fuel orpure airon either sideof 
the layer. Instead the cojrect local boundary conditions 
for (2) can be expressed as 
. ,  
<,+(: as n + i -  (3) 
where the appropriate c,= typically vary slowly along the 
layer. 
Replacing <, in'@) with its definition in terms of 
the various chemical species concentration fields in ( I )  
and recalling that the u,,, are constants gives 
Here we have also introduced the requirement that, since 
the <, are conserved, the weighted chemical species 
irciiction ratc terms w,(x,r) must sum to zero as 
We now want to consider the implications of (4) - (6) for 
the structure of the Y,(x,t)  fields. We argue that these 
constraints together require that the only physically 
realizable solution is the,trivial case L[yi(x, t ) ]  SO, in which 
case the species conservation equations satisfy locally one- 
dimensional advection-djffusion-reaction equations within 
cach dissipation layer. There are three key physical 
requirements that we p u e  demand this trivial solution 
in (3) .  
u 
( i j  In  (4) all the a,,, 2 0 since from ( I )  each 
mixture fraction cj is simply a sum over all 
the chemical species ?of their contributions 
to the tally of each element i. Thus, owing 
to the fact that all the u,,,'s have the same 
sign, the zero sums in (4) can only result 
from either the trivial solution L [ Y j x , t ) ]  = 0 
or else from a fortuitous cancellation of 
positive and negative L[Y,(x,r)]'s. If the 
latter is thecase then this cancellation would 
need to be preserved for each of the m sums 
corresponding to the elements i = I ,  2. ... , 
m for the single set of species fields Y,.(x,r). 
That is to say, the single set of Y,(x,r) fields 
needs to satisfy m simultaneous zero sums. 
(iij Since  typically N n m, there  a re  
combinations of the L[Y,(x,r)J's that will 
produce these m zero sums in (ij above, 
however  each of these combina t ions  
imposes specific relations between the 
various ?.(x,t) fields. The restricted Y,(x,r) 
fields necessary to preserve these m zero 
sums would, at the same time, need to he 
consistent with the kinetics associated with 
the resulting elementary reaction rate terms. 
In other words, each of the combinations of 
the Y,(x,r) fields that satisfies the required 
cancellation of L[q(x , t ) ] ' s  in [ i )  corresponds 
to a set of net elementary reaction rates 
w,(x,t). However theresulting w,(x,r) fields 
must at the same time preserve the zero sum 
in (6). This would, at a minimum. greatly 
reduce the set of L[yi(x,r)]'s imultaneously 
consistent with both (4) and (6). 
Lastly, the zero sums in (4) and (6) must be 
preserved for all possible chemical systems. 
not merely any particular reaction set under 
consideration. No features of the reaction 
kinetics specific to any onechemical system 
can be invoked to satisfy the relations among 
the Y,(x, t )  fields necessary to achieve 
cancellation of posit ive and negative 
L[Y,(x.t)l's in (ij while at the same time 
preserving the additional zero sum over the 
(iiij 
weighted PV,(X.I)'s in (i i)  for the resulting 
elementary reaction rates. In  other words, 
the layer- l ike s t ructure  i n  the scalar  
dissipation field as expressed by (4) - (6) 
must be recovered for eve? conceivable 
elementary chemical system that could 
hypothetically occur. 
Each one of these three observations places strong 
cpnstraints on the < ( x , r )  fields. The fact that all three of 
these requirements must be simultaneously met by the 
coupled V , ( x , t )  fields suggests a set of constraints 
collectively so restrictive as to be physically unrealizable. 
We therefore hypothesize that the set of simultaneous 
conditions under which (4) can have a non-trivial solution 
are mutually exclusive and that the only physically 
realizable solution is the trivial case L[<(x, I ) ]  = O  for each 
j .  namely 
I n  other words, the one-dimensionality of the local 
conserved scalar field across each of these strained 
dissipation layers implies a locally one-dimensional 
structure for the underlying chemical species fields within 
the layer. However,  owing to the local boundary 
conditions on (7), this does tiof imply that the resulting 
Y(x.1) fields must be layer-like, as will be seen from the 
results. 
As noted i n  (3). these locally one-dimensional 
strained dissipation and reaction layers are in  general not 
between pure fuel and air. Instead, the appropriate local 
boundary conditions on (7) are 
V ,  + ~i as n +*-. (8) 
It is appropriate at this point to comment on the 
similarities and differences between the present strained 
dissipation and reaction layer (SDRL) model and the 
classical flamelet model, since both arrive at the same 
governing equations. The SDRL formulation above is a 
consequence of the one-dimensionality of any conserved 
scalar variable across the locally layer-like structures seen 
to dominate scalar energy dissipation rate fields in  
turbulent tlows. The formulation, in this sense, is based 
entirely on hydrodynamical arguments and makes no 
statements about thinness of reaction zones or places any 
other requirements on the reaction chemistry. In effect, 
we are arguing precisely the opposite point of view from 
that usually taken in deriving the classical "flamelet" 
tnodel (141. In deriving the flamelet model, conditions 
are assumed for which the flamelet is thin, and the species 
transport equations then formally reduce to locally one- 
dimensional equations which in turn dictate a locally one- 
dimensional structure in the mixture fraction fields ( , ( x , r ) .  
However, the conditions under which the requisite thin 
flamelet assumption actually holds are so restrictive as to 
render the resulting classical flamelet model useful only 
for small equilibrium departures. Here we take the exact 
opposite point of view. We begin with the physical 
observation that the mixture fraction fields c j  (x,~) in 
turbulent flows must be locally one-dimensional and 
then argue that this requires-the constituent chemical 
species fields <(x , t )  to also be one-dimensional. The 
thinness requirement is expressed in various flamelet 
implementations either as a requirement that variations 
in the scalar dissipation within the reaction zone must be 
negligible [14-16] or else that these variations can be 
modeled via some presumed function such as x - 5" [ 171 
or the self-similar solution of the scalar transport equation 
(2) for free stream boundary conditions [IS]. 
- < 
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The latter class of flamelet models is most closely 
related to the present approach, though the thinness 
requirement to which these are subject is not a constraint 
here. Moreover the appropriate local boundary conditions 
i n  (8) for the one-dimensional advection-diffusion- 
reaction equations within any given dissipation layer differ 
fundamentally from classical flamelet models. Instead, 
these correspond to the mass fraction values <'between 
neighboring dissipation layers .  In  pract ice ,  the 
information required to specify the correct Y,'wiIl rarely 
be available. However, the physical nature ofthe approach 
developed here allows some insight into how these 
boundary conditions may be simplified. In particular, we 
note that the mapping from (c,x) to the strain rate E. where 
i r  
, ,, (9) 
is very sensitive to the conserved scalar boundary values 
,v 
5' and 5. in (3). Since the strain rate drives the local 
molecular mixing rate and thus plays a dominant role in 
setting the depth of nonequilibrium chemistry, i t  is of 
primary importance to account for the scalar boundary 
values properly. I n  comparison with 5' and (-, the 
corresponding chemical species boundary values y,* and 
Y,~ would appear to have less of an effect on the 
nonequilibrium levels within the layer since these 
influence the reaction progress only indirectly. The local 
departures from chemical equilibrium in each of the 
species concentrations may therefore be determined 
principally by the local scalar value and the correcf local 
strain rate &(c, x; p, c). A direct test of this hypothesis 
for simplifying the local boundary conditions must await 
results of a numerical study currently underway. 
3. Application to Turbulent Jet Flames. We have 
applied this strained dissipation and reaction layer 
formulation to examine variations i n  the structure of 
hydroxyl radical concentration and temperature fields for 
increasing degrees of chemical nonequilibrium in a 
turbulent jet diffusion tlame. The results obtained are 
based (in imaging measurements of conserved scalar fields 
obtained in the corresponding nonreacting flow. The 
experimental technique has been described in detail 
elsewhere [4-61. Briefly, these conserved scalar imaging 
measurements were made in the self-similar far field of 
;in :ixisymmetric cotlowing turbulent jet in the Turbulent 
Diffusion Flame (TDF) wind tunnel at the Combustion 
Research Facility of Sandia National Laboratories. The 
flow was established in the 30 cm x 30 cm x 200 cm test 
section of the forced draft vertical tunnel with free stream 
velocity U_ by issuing a jet of undiluted technical grade 
propane with momentum flux J,, through a 1.1 mm 
diameter nozzle. The beam from a 300 mJ/pulse Nd:YAG 
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and temporal resolution achieved were sufficient to 
distinguish the smallest spatial and temporal scales in the 
scalar field. Reference measurements with pure air in the 
test section gave the laser sheet intensity distribution and 
allowed the effects of non-uniformities in the laser sheet 
to be largely removed from the data. The Rayleigh signal 
at each point was then converted to the instantaneous value 
of the propane mass fraction, yielding a generic Sc = I 
conserved scalar field c(x.f) in the turbulent flow. The 
structure of the scalar energy dissipation rate field 
V(.Vc(x,r) was obtained from the measured c(x,f) data 
using linear central differences on a 3 x 3 template 
centered on each data point. 
Figure 1 (top)shows atypical 2 5 6 ~ 5 1 2 d a t a p l a n e  
of the instantaneous conserved scalar field c(x,t). The 
256 different colors denote ranges of conserved scalar 
values as indicated, with pure blue beginning at c(x,t) = 0 
corresponding to pure air and increasing uniformly to pure 
red denoting the highest conserved scalar values in the 
data. The jet centerline runs down the right edge of the 
plane, and the axes indicate the spatial extent in terms of 
the local strain-limited scalar gradient lengthscale h,. 
Derivatives of the measured conserved scalar field give 
the projection of the true three-dimensional scalar gradient 
vector V((x,f) into the plane. Figure 1 (bottom) shows 
the logarithm of the corresponding scalar dissipatio rate 
I 
0 
23 pm x 23 pm. The imaging optics were arranged to 
zive a I : I  image ratio with the array output giving the 
Rayleigh signal integrated over the 10 ns laser pulse 
duration. The measurement location was centered 39 Fig. 
nozzle diameters downstream of the jet exit at a local 
outer-scale Reynolds number Re = 14,000. The spatial 
17.0 4, 
Scalar mixing for a sc I 
conserved scalar field. The conserved scalar field ((x,f) 
(top). The associated two-dimensional scalar dissipation 
rate field logex(x,f) (bottom) U' 
field formed from this projection, iog,V<.V<(x,f) .  The 
256 different colors denote the local scalar dissipation rate 
with black beginning at v(.Vc = 0 and pure blue through 
pure red denoting logarithmically increasing dissipation 
rates. 
The local outer variables u(x) and 6(x) and the 
mass fraction-based conserved scalar field <(x , t )  follow 
self-similar scalings with downstream location x in the 
far field of axisymmetric turbulent jets. Since these 
scalings produce a Reynolds number that remains constant 
with increasing downstream distance, measurements such 
:is those in Fig. 1 can be rescaled to map the instantaneous 
scalar and dissipation rate fields to any x-location in the 
self-similar far field of the flow. Agiven set of chemical 
reactions occurring in this conserved scalar field would 
then correspond to a turbulent jet diffusion flame of length 
L, where the flame tip is taken to occur at the x-location 
for which the maximum conserved scalar value achieves 
stoichiometry for the hydrogen-air chemical system being 
considered. Chemical species concentration and 
temperature fields can then be constructed from the local 
values of the scalar and dissipation rate fields using the 
steady strained dissipation and reaction layer formulation 
with a library for hydrogen-air chemistry generated from 
the Sandia one-dimensional, axisymmetric, opposed flow 
diffusion Hame code. 
The SDRL formulation as implemented here 
addresses the reaction dynamics in terms of a single 
conserved scalar. This necessarily precludes any 
consideration of preferential diffusion effects among the 
chemical species present in the flow. Even though we tue 
limited by the governing conservation equations to a single 
diffusivity in describing the scalar mixing, numerical 
calculat ions of the chemical  composi t ion and 
thermodynamic properties across any layer within the 
flame allow for differential diffusion as well as nonunity 
Lewis number effects to be addressed. To examine these 
effects one-dimensional, axisymmetric, opposed flow 
flame calculations were performed for H,-Air chemistry 
;it a strain rate E = 7300 i s  for three different cases: (A) 
inixture averaged species diffusivities with Le = 1. (B) 
multicomponent species diffusivities with Le # I ,  and (C) 
multicomponent species diffusivities with Le = I .  Fig. 2 
(top) shows the conserved scalar profiles across the layer 
for each of the three cases and demonstrates its near 
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Case A: mixture averaged species diffusivities 
with Lewis number = I .  
Case B: multicomponent species diffusivities 
with Lewis number # I .  
Case C: multicomponent species diffusivities 
with Lewis number = I .  
Fig. 2 (top) Conserved scalar profiles (bottom) scalar 
energy dissipation rate profiles for H,-Air one-dimensional 
opposed flow diffusion flame, E = 7300 i s .  
invariance to differing species transport definitions. 
Despite this fact the corresponding one-dimensional scalar 
energy dissipation rate, 2D(a@3~)~. profiles shown in Fig. 
2 (bottom) display considerable magnitude differences. 
Variations in magnitude can be seen for other properties 
across the layer as well. Fig. 3 shows the differing OH 
inilss fraction, temperature, and H,O mass fraction profiles 
for the three cases. Whereas the temperature profiles show 
very small responses to changes in  the preferential 
diffusion and Lewis ntrmber variations, the OH and H,O 
inass fraction profiles display substantial differences. The 
largest disparities occur near stoichiometry for OH and 
across nearly the entire layer for H,O. Note that for H,O 
only the cases using multicomponent species diffusivities 
yield profiles that match the equilibrium profile as would 
be expected since H,O remains essentially in equilibrium. 
Thus we find that even though the SDRL model is a single 
conserved scalar formulation, the use of multicomponent 
species diffusivities and nonunity Lewis number is very 
important in providing accurate numerical calculations 
for the chemical and thermodynamic properties across 
the layer. 
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To vary the global Damkahler number while 
holding the Reynolds number fixed, the effective nozzle 
diameter and cxit velocity are changed as shown in Fig. 
4. With a characteristic temperature of roughly 1800 K 
and withv -T'5,acold-flowReynolds numberof210,000 
in Fig. 4 produces a hot-tlow conserved scalar field 
consistent with thc Re = 14,000 measurements in Fig. I .  
Figure 4 also shows the conditions for each of the three 
cases for which results are presented below. These 
correspond to conditions in the flame ranging from near 
equilibrium (Case I )  to moderate nonequilibrium (Case 
2 )  to deep nonequilibrium (Case 3). All results presented 
below are constructed via the SDRL formulation outlined 
in $2 using the conserved scalar and scalar dissipation 
fields in Fig. I with a uniform rescaling of these 5 and x 
fields mapping them to any x l L  location for any of the 
three cases considered. Relative local strain rates for each 
of the three cases and each of the four downstream 
locations are given in Table I 
L3 
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Fig. 3. Temperature (top), Yo, (middle), and YHZO 
(bottom) profiles for H,-Air one-dimensional opposed 
flow diffusion flame, E = 7300 i s  , for the cases described 
in Fig. 2. 
. 
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Nozzle Diameter, d o  (mm) 
Fig. 4. Map of source conditions for turbulent 
hydrogen-air jet diffusion flames. showing depth of 
chemical nonequilibrium relative to the unpiloted blowout 
limit, given by u,!d, = 1.67. I O 6  s ~ ' .  Solid line denotes 
conditions giving far-field hot flow Reynolds number Re,  
= 14,000 corresponding to cold flow Re,= 210,000. 
Dashed lines denote constant global Damkohler number 
(u,ld,, = const.) Shown are the conditions for three cases, 
giving (Case I )  the equilibrium limit, (Case 2)  moderate 
nonequilibrium, and (Case 3) deep nonequilibrium. 
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0.25 10 (10-5) 1 IO  
0.50 2.5 ( 1 0 - 5 )  0.25 2.5 
0.75 I .  I (I 0-5) 0.11 1.1 
I .00 0.6  IO^? 0.06 0.6 
Table I .  Relat ive strain rates at each of the four 
downstream locations and three cases identified in Fig. 4. 
4. Results. Figs. 5-7 and 9-11 show the resulting OH 
mass fraction Yof , (x , t j  and temperature T f x , t i  fields 
obtained from the SDRL formulation throughout the entire 
length of the tlame for each of the three cases in Fig. 4. 
I n  each case the fields are shown at four different 
downstream locations relative to the mean flame length 
L centered at xiL = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and I .O. The size of 
each panel has been correctly scaled and placed for its 
downstream location to give a proper indication of the 
structure of the flame. Differences evident in the fields 
when comparing panels at the same downstream location 
for the three cases shown are due solely to the differing 
degrees of nonequilibrium. However. changes among 
panels corresponding to differing xiL values for the same 
case reflect changes in both the depth ofnonequilibrium 
as well as changes in the scalar and dissipation rate values 
with increasing downstream location i n  the flame. For 
the jet similarity scalings, the scalar field values decrease 
with increasing distance from the jet source as c - x.' 
Coupled with the linear increase in all length scales in the 
jet with increasing x, the resulting scalar dissipation field 
values decrease with distance from the jet source like 
V<.V< - x4, Thus, in examining these results i t  must be 
kept in mind that comparisons made among different cases 
but at the same x/L  location show the effects of the degree 
of nonequilibrium only while comparisons made at 
different downstream locations within the same case 
demonstrate the effects of both nonequilibrium level and 
as shown allows separating the changes resulting solely 
from the degree of nonequilibrium from those resulting 
from changes in the conserved scalar and dissipation rate 
values. 
d 
changes in the scalar field values. Arranging the results ,4 
In Figs. 5-7 we examine the temperature fields T(r.tj 
that result from the SDRL formulation for each of the 
three cases considered. Note the transition i n  the 
maximum radial temperature location from near the jet 
edge far upstream to the centerline for increasing xIL 
locations. The maximum radial temperatures initially 
increase with increasing downstream location then begin 
to decrease in value as the flame tip is approached. 
Centerline temperature values display this same behavior. 
The trends exhibited by these fields for each of the three 
cases considered are consistent with experimental 
measurements in flames under similar combustion 
conditions [19,20,211. Figs. 5-7 also show the associated 
scatter plots for the temperatures obtained. These more 
clearly show the range of temperature values computed 
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Fig. 5. Strained diffusion and reaction layer (SDRL) model results for composite temperature fields T(x, t )  and the 
associated scatter plots for a hydrogen-air turbulent jet diffusion flame in the equilibrium limit (Case I ) at four downstream 
locations: x/L = 0.25.0.50,0.75, and 1.0. Compare with Figs. 6 and 7 to see the effect of varying Damkohler number. 
The solid curve in each of the scatter plots gives the adiabatic, equilibrium temperature distribution. v 
un= 1 .o 
xIL=.75 
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Fig. 6. Strained diffusion and reaction layer (SDRL) model results for composite temperature fields T(x,rj and the 
associated scatter plots for a hydrogen-air turbulent jet diffusion flame at moderate nonequilibrium (Case 2 )  conditions 
at four downstream locations: x/L = 0.25,0.50,0.75, and 1.0. Compare with Figs. 5 and 7 to see the effect of varying 
Dainkohler number. The solid curve in each of the scatter plots gives the adiabatic, equilibrium temperature distribution. 
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Fig. 7. Strained diffusion and reaction layer (SDRL) model results for composite temperature fields T(x, t )  and the 
associated scatter plots for a hydrogen-air turbulent jet diffusion flame at deep nonequilibrium (Case 3) conditions at 
four downstream locations: x L  = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0. Compare with Figs. 5 and 6 to see the effect of varying 
Darnkohler number. The solid curve in each of the scatter plots gives the adiabatic, equilibrium temperature distribution. v' 
considerably broader and more %!iffuse structures i n  the 
OH mass fraction field with little remaining evidence of 
the thin layer-like OH zones seen for Case I .  This is also 
consistent with direct OH PLIF imaging measurements 
in turbulent jet diffusion flames. For Case 3, the strain 
rates at x L  = 0.25 are so high that local extinction of the 
reactions begins to occur where the dissipation rates of 
Fig. I are highest. The remaining OH zones evident in 
Case 3 are completely broad and distributed and show no 
remaining evidence of the layer-like structure i n  the 
underlying scalar dissipation rate field. A similar 
transition from thin, layer-like OH mass fraction fields at 
conditions near chemical equilibrium to broad, distributed 
OH zones with increasing depth of nonequilibrium can 
be seen in theresultsobtainedforx/L=0.50. There again 
is a striking resemblance of the OH fields that result for 
each of these three cases with the basic features of OH 
PLIF images obtained from direct measurements i n  
turbulent jet diffusion flames under conditions of 
increasing chemical nonequilibrium [22,23]. These 
similarities to direct OH PLIF imaging measurements in 
turbulent jet flames are all the more striking in view of 
the fact that, despite the wide variations in the OH 
concentration field structure seen in these results with 
changing downstream position and with increasing depth 
of nonequilibrium among the three cases considered, all 
of these fields ultimately resulted from the same conserved 
scalar data plane shown in Fig. 1. Thus thin “flamelet- 
like” OH mass fractions at small x/L in Case 1 and the 
broad “distributed” regions of high OH concentrations in 
Case 3 all resulted from a simple layer-like structure in 
the scalar dissipation rate field in Fig. I (bottom) and can 
be reconciled with the single physically-based formulation 
discussed for these strained dissipation and reaction layers. 
The scatter plots for Case I (Fig. 9) verify that in 
the equilibrium limit the SDRL formulation recovers 
equilibrium OH values for all locations within the flame. 
For Case 2 (Fig. IO) at x/L locations far downstream all 
OH mass fraction values are equi l ibr ium or 
superequilibrium, but at x/L = 0.25 we find a number of 
subequilibrium values and points of zero OH mass fraction 
corresponding to locations of local extinction in the flame. 
The same trends are seen for Case 3, but subequilibrium 
values and local extinction are found further downstream. 
v 
~ 
j Y  
formulation dictates that T(x,tj = T‘Q(x.t), and the 
computed points naturally fall on the equilibrium T(<) 
curve. For Cases 2 and 3 the range of temperature values 
increases for decreasing downstream locations with values 
increasingly far from the equilibrium curve. Thus for 
increiising nonequilibrium, whether by moving upstream 
within the flame or by decreasing the global Damkohler 
number, temperatures values become subequilibrium and 
may, for strain rates beyond the extinction limit. obtain 
free stream values. These represent locations of mixing 
with no chemical reaction. Due to the steady nature of 
the SDRL formulation. transient temperature changes due 
to ignitionlextinction effects in the flame can not be 
addressed. The variation of temperature throughout the 
tlame may be further investigated by examining the mean 
and rms temperature profiles for a variety of downstream 
locations. Fig. 8 shows the mean and rms temperature 
versus normalized radius for the three degrees of 
nonequilibrium considered at 6 x/L locations: 1.0, 0.75, 
0.50,0.25.0.I5, and 0.05. These show even more clearly 
the increase i n  maximum mean and mean centerline 
temperatures for increasing x/L locations to approximately 
3L/4 where the values begin to decrease to the flame tip. 
The shift i n  maximum mean temperature from the jet edge 
to the centerline for increasing downstream locations is 
also evident. The rms temperature fluctuations increase 
inoving away from the jet centerline and show maxima 
very near the jet edge for all x/L locations and all degrees 
o f  nonequilibrium considered. As the degree of 
nonequilibriurn is increased, rms values at the jet edge in 
generally increase, and this increase diminishes as the 
radius approaches the jet centerline. 
Figs. 9- I I show the resulting OH mass fraction 
Y J x , r j  fields. Notice that the SDRL formulation 
produces thin layer-like OH fields for the near-equilibrium 
conditions i n  Case I .  The OH layer at x/L = 0.25 for 
these conditions is relatively straight and aligned with the 
downstream direction and lies well off the jet centerline. 
Overall. the resulting OH field for Case I is strikingly 
similar to OH PLIF measurements at small x/L locations 
i n  turbulent jet diffusion flames under conditions of 
relatively weak nonequilibrium [22,23]. By comparison, 
i n  Case 2 the strain riltes at this location are significantly 
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Fig. 8. Radial profiles of mean and rms temperature at 6 downstream locations for the three degrees of nonequilibrium 
considered. The top figures are for the equilibrium limit (Case I ) ,  middle figures are for moderate nonequilibrium 
(Case 2), and bottom figures correspond to deep nonequilibrium (Case 3) conditions. The radius is normalized by the 









Fig. 9. Strained diffusion and reaction layer (SDRL) model results for composite OH mass fraction fields Yoii(x,rj and 
the associated scatter plots for a hydrogen-air turbulent jet diffusion flame in the equilibrium limit (Case I )  at four 
downstream locations: x/L  = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0. Compare with Figs. I O  and 11 to see the effect of varying 
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Fig. IO. Strained ditYusion and reaction layer (SDRL) model results for composite OH mass fraction fields Yo,,(x,f) 
and the associated scatter plots for a hydrogen-air turbulent jet diffusion flame at moderate nonequilibrium (Case 2) 
conditions at four downstream locations: x/L = 0.25,0.50,0.75, and 1.0. Compare with Figs. 9 and 1 1  to see the effect 
of varying Diimkiihler number. The solid curve in each of the scatter plots gives the equilibrium OH mass fraction 
v’ distribution. 
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Fig. 11. Strained diffusion and reaction layer (SDRL) model results for composite OH mass fraction fields Yo,,(x,tJ 
and the associated scatter plots for a hydrogen-air turbulentjet diffusion flame at deep nonequilibrium (Case 3) conditions 
:it four downstream locations: x / L  = 0.25,0.50,0.75, and 1 .O. Compare with Figs. 9 and I O  to see the effect of varying 
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Fig. 12. Radial profiles of mean and rms OH mass fraction at 6 downstream locations for the three degrees of 
nonequilibriurn considered. The top figures are for the equilibrium limit (Case l), middle figures are for moderate 
nonequilibriuin (Case 2), and bottom figures correspond to deep nonequilibrium (Case 3) conditions. The radius is 
normalized by the local jet diameter, F ( x ) .  v 
Fig. 12 shows the corresponding tnean and rms Yo,, 
profiles for the same three degrees ofnonequilibriuin and 
6 downstream locations as used in Fig. 8. Note that a 
shift in peak mean values occurs for the mean OH mass 
fraction profiles from the jet edge to the centerline for 
increasing downstream location sitnilar to that seen for 
the temperature profiles. In  fact there seems to be a 
relatively strong correlation between the locations of peak 
mean temperature and OH mass fraction values, especially 
for moderate to small degrees of nonequilibrium. Peak 
values for therms of OH mass fraction fluctuations shift 
from the jet edge to locations nearer the jet centerline for 
increasing downstream location in the same manner as 
the peak mean OH values. There also seems to exist a 
general increase in rms fluctuations across the width of 
the flame for increasing degrees of nonequilibrium. 
5.  Conclusions. The strained dissipation and reaction 
layer formulation introduced here provides a novel 
physically-based method for relating the chemical state 
of nonequilibrium combustion in turbulent flows to the 
[nixing state of conserved scalars. The approach is 
motivated entirely by the locally one-dimensional 
dissipation layers seen to result from the dynamics of 
scalar mixing in turbulent tlows. The fact that these 
dissipation layers are independent of the extent of 
chemical nonequilibrium in the flow indicates a locally 
one-dimensional structure i n  the underlying chemical 
species fields. The resulting strained dissipation and 
reaction layer model has certain resemblances to the 
cI assiLal . '. 
physical observations. derived from entirely different 
arguments. and limited by an entirely different and more 
widely applicable set ofconditions. Moreover, the local 
boundary conditions for solution of the local chemical 
state differ fundamentally from those in flamelet models. 
"flamelet" model but is based on entirely different 
Results obtained when this strained dissipation 
and reaction layer formulation is applied to imaging 
measurements of conserved scalar fields in turbulent flows 
for conditions ranging from near equilibrium to deep 
nonequilibrium demonstrate characteristics very much like 
those obtained experimentally in turbulent jet diffusion 
flames under similar combustion conditions. The 
temperature fields display a shift i n  the locatinn of the 
maximum radial temperature from the jet edge 10 the 
centerline for increasing downstream locations and 
maximum centerline and maximum mean temperatures 
that occur approximately 314 of  the flame length 
downstream. OH mass fraction fields show remarkable 
resemblances to direct PLIF imaging measurements. 
Notably, the present SDRL formulation inherently 
produces results showing a predominance of t h i n  
(flamelet) mass fraction layers under conditions of 
relatively weak chemical nonequilibrium and the natural 
emergence and dominance of broad (distributed) zones 
for increasing equilibrium departures. A shift i n  peak 
values from the jet edge to the centerline for increasing 
downstream location occurs for the mean OH mass 
fraction profiles and is similar to that seen for the 
temperature profiles. This formulation thus provides a 
physical and theoretical framework that reconciles these 
two widely disparate views of the coupling of the 
underlying fluid dynamics to the reaction chemistry in 
turbulent combustion within a single model. 
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